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VSolidus® is a new peer-to-peer internet currency that allows instant, nearly free 
payments to anyone, anywhere in the world. VSolidus® is a global payment network 
that is fully decentralised and has no central authorities. No one can counterfeit 
transactions, initiate chargebacks, or seize funds… not even a government. While 
this makes it harder to retrieve lost money, it also makes it harder to lose your 
money. With enough care, this coin is a far more practical alternative to FIAT (paper) 
money.  

The mathematical algorithm secures the network and empowers individuals to 
control their own finances. VSolidus® offers faster transaction confirmation times and 
better storage efficiency than other leading math-based currencies.  

The secure VCode® technology has been integrated to allow fast and secure mobile 
to device payments. Further integration will empower the wallet holder to limit 
transactions to specific locations, date, device type or network the device is 
operating on.  

This enhances security of VSolidus® transactions, boosts user trust towards the 
payment ecosystem and lends itself to consumer facing trend and promotion by 
daily use.  

speed. 
convenience. 
rewards.
VSolidus® is the result of our growing communities 
joint efforts to develop a new, better and faster 
transactional coin that can serve as a good 
alternative to the current, industry standard 
Bitcoin. 

Solidus® was originally a gold coin issued within 
the Late Roman Empire and VSolidus® stems 
from ‘Via Solidus’ an anagram of the coin 
creators name. 

VSOL is the chosen abbreviation for the coin 
which SOL represents a day on Mars and also 
lends itself to the coins algorithm of coin 
issuance which is set to half every 2 years when 
Earth aligns with Mars.
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The VSolidus® blockchain is capable of handling a much higher 
volume of transactions than its Bitcoin counterpart. Due to 
more frequent block generation (every 30 seconds), the 
network supports more transactions without having to change 
the software in the future.  

As a result, merchants see a pending transaction within a few 
seconds and get full confirmation within the block time. 
VSolidus® users still have the option to wait for more 
confirmations when selling larger items which can be set within 
VSolidus® Core.  

Bitcoin fails massively in practicality, while high transaction fees 
limit trading to large goods and long transaction times take the 
wind out of Bitcoin's sails, VSolidus® steps in and solves these 
problems.  

It would be nonsensical to have to wait an hour to buy a coffee 
or pay a higher fee than the coffee is worth.... therefore, it 
would also be illogical to buy coffee with Bitcoin.  

With VSolidus®, on the other hand, with a split-second transfer 
across the world, that would be no problem at all.  

THE BLOCKCHAIN Wallet encryption allows you to secure your wallet so that you 
can view transactions and your balance, but you must enter 
your password before spending VSolidus®. This provides 
protection against viruses and Trojans that steal the wallet, as 
well as a security check before sending payments. 

WALLET ENCRYPTION

VSolidus® uses Tenebrix's Scrypt Proof of Work. With Scrypt, 
you can mine VSolidus® and other coins like Bitcoin at the 
same time. These and many other technical details are similar 
because VSolidus® has evolved from Litecoin, which has a 
similar vision.  

VSOLIDUS®  PROOF OF WORK
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There are 2,800 blocks issued per day and miners are currently rewarded with 150 new 
VSolidus® coins per block, an amount that decreases over time.  

Considering our faster blocks, in order to properly mimic Bitcoin's generation process, 
we had to change the blocks where coin generation is halved.  

Bitcoin generation is halved every 210,000 blocks. VSolidus® generation is halved every 
2,102,400 blocks. For those of you doing the math, VSolidus® is scheduled to produce 
about 4,500 times as many coins as Bitcoin, about 92 billion VSolidus®.  

It takes around two years for VSolidus® to reset its algorithm, this is roughly each time 
Earth aligns with the Planet Mars. 

  

Fast confirmations are usually not as secure as Bitcoin's slower confirmations due to the 
ability to mine a side chain and initiate a 51% attack to allow a double spend to happen. 
Since the VSolidus® hard fork v.4, all mining is through the VSolidus® pool which 
prevents this. In addition to this, VCode® will enhance the fast ledger with secure 
verifiable credentials.  

The average duration of a VSolidus® block is much faster than Bitcoin, allowing for better 
usage in normal daily transactions.  

Merchants may choose to wait longer for a larger number of VSolidus® confirmations like 
they do with Bitcoin. But most merchants can easily accept 1-confirmed transaction for 
small VSolidus® amounts with VCode® assistance. 

VSolidus® uses a much faster retarget time, as previous 
versions were ridiculously slow. The combination of fast 
retarget times and Scrypt proof of work means that we don't 
expect to see the kind of problem that Namecoin encountered; 
hashing power that leaves more suddenly then it arrived, 
creating a high difficulty slog for anyone who stayed.

VSOLIDUS®  DIFICULTY

As with real mining, the more miners taking part means the 
rewards received across the community become saturated.  

This increased difficulty met with supply and demand to receive 
the Solidus coins for FREE will eventually be the cause to make 
them appreciate in value.

VSOLIDUS®  SATURATION

TRANSACTIONS

EASY ACCESS & FAIR COMPETITION

COMMUNITY DRIVEN

COST EFFECTIVE

AVAILABLE ON:
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Launches:
VSolidus.com website
VSolidus® Core Windows
Git Repository
VSolidus® Node directory
VSolidus® Core MacOS
VSolidus® Block Explorer

Achievements:
Community mining started

The development thus far has been carried out by the Nova Wallet® 
team with help from the fast growing VSolidus® community. 

The founding members of VSolidus® specialise in Security, KYC and 
Payment Technologies as well as brand creation and marketing.

Q2 2021

Q3 2021 

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Launches:
VSolidus® Hard Fork V3.
VSolidus® Merch Store
VSolidus® Rewards
VSolidus® Lottery Launched
VSolidus® Spinning Wheel 
Launched

Achievements:
50 Million Coins Mined by the 

Community.
1 Billion + coins distributed
First Exchange Contract Agreed

Q2 2022

Launches:
Nova Wallet iOS & Android
Nova Wallet Web

Achievements:
150,000 Verified Users
Multiple Exchange Contracts Signed

Launches:
Wrapped VSolidus® (ETH & BNB)
Nova Exchange (Swap Portal)
Nova Exchange (Stake Pool)
Nova Payments (Payment Gateways)
VSolidus® Academy
VSolidus® Events

Achievements:
Listed on 5 Exchanges (Bitmart, Hotbit,

Bibox, XT.com, LA Token).
Transactional currency established with

Multi-Billions of VSol changing hands on
a monthly basis

Launches:
VSolidus® Hard Fork v.4
VSolidus® Mining Pool
Nova NFT Marketplace
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http://VSolidus.com


Aims:
Nova Bank Launch
Nova NFT Collections Launched
Sports Sponsorship Agreed
New Exchange Listing
Web Summit Expo

Over the next 12 months, a major emphasis will be on partnerships 
and utility of the coin through the Nova Applications. 

The project will aim to list on exchanges each quarter to draw a 
new influx of users.

Q3 2022

Q4 2022 

Q1 2023

Q2 2023

Aims:
New Exchange Listing
New Nova NFT & Asset 
Collections Launched
First Nova Bank Cards Shipped
Money 2020 Expo

Q3 2023

Aims:
New Exchange Listing
CC Forum 2023
New Nova NFT & Asset Collections 
Launched

Aims:
New Exchange Listing
New Nova NFT & Asset Collections 
Launched

Aims:
New Exchange Listing
New Nova NFT & Asset Collections 
Launched
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The VSolidus® technology team is made of professionals that specialise in banking, 
cybersecurity, blockchains, crypto currencies, A.I and data science.

The VSolidus® extended team is made up of professionals who specialise in marketing, brand 
sponsorship & platform trading.



The VSolidus® team are located within the countries 

above with the HQ being at Nova Studios in Manchester 

England.WHITEPAPER #110521



5

North America

23

Europe

3

ASIA

The VSolidus® community have maintained Blockchain 

consensus via full-time hosted nodes that can be viewed 

on www.solidusnode.com a full list of block explorers 

can be found on www.vsolidus.comWHITEPAPER #110521

http://www.solidusnode.com
http://www.vsolidus.com
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Nova Wallet® was set up with original aim to allow the VSolidus® 
community to access their crypto-assets easily, securely and on the 
move. 

Having the Nova Applications opens up a variety of use cases for 
the VSolidus® community to take advantage of such as mining from 
the core program to their device, retail scenarios, loyalty programs 
NFT Marketplace and realtime payments. 

Nova Wallet® is available on all iOS and 
Android devices.  

For users who can’t download due to 
not having a compatible device, there is 
a browser based Web Wallet allowing 
accessibility to all.  

All download links are available on 
www.novawallet.co.uk

EASE OF ACCESS

https://www.novawallet.co.uk
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SECURE LOGIN
Using the Nova Wallet®, the VSolidus® community can access their coins 
on the move. 

Nova Wallet® is protected by an 18 character passphrase, password and 
either a 4 digit pin code, pattern or biometric input. 

TRANSACTIONS
Nova Wallet® allows high speed, secure VSolidus® transactions device-to-device 
within the Nova Wallet®, VSolidus® Core and exchange networks. 

All sent and received transactions are displayed within the app alongside the link 
to the block explorer logs. 

MULTIPLE CURRENCY
Nova Wallet® allows the VSolidus® community to safely receive, send and 
store VSolidus® coins, Wrapped VSolidus® (ETH & BNB), Bitcoin, Ethereum, 
Binance Coin, Doge Coin, USD Tether, Binance USD 

The crypto value can be displayed in any global FIAT currency and is linked 
to realtime exchange values (taken from Coin Gecko). 
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VSolidus® Community users will also be able to take advantage of their Nova 

Wallet® by assigning other ‘things’ to their VCode®. 

These things can be accessed based on the scanners geo-location, login, time, 

date, device type and more.

MULTIPLE CURRENCY
Nova Wallet® allows the VSolidus® community to safely receive, send and 
store VSolidus® coins, Wrapped VSolidus® (ETH & BNB), Bitcoin, Ethereum, 
Binance Coin, Doge Coin, USD Tether, Binance USD 

The crypto value can be displayed in any global FIAT currency and is linked 
to realtime exchange values (taken from Coin Gecko). 

INTEGRATING VCODE FOR SECURITY
Using the revolutionary VCode® technology, the existing community of VSolidus® 
can send and receive their desired crypto in an end-to-end secure way. VCode® 

EXTENDED USE OF NOVA WALLET®
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VCode® is the next generation of 2D barcodes. Within this 
presentation are just some of the sectors where VCode® will 
enhance both the user, brand and customer experience.

VCode® is a secure scanning framework and is not 
susceptible to hacking, unlike traditional barcodes. 

VCode® scanning technology allows the code to be 
scanned up to 10 seconds faster and at a greater 
distance than any other barcode... Perfect for crowd 
management or payments on the move.

WHITEPAPER #110521

one code. 
in!nite possibilities. 

2.2 Quintillion, guaranteed collision-free codes 
available (De-centralised codes can exist more than 
once). 

A single VCode® can be used to display different 
information to different users based on permissions*. 

Identity

Crypto Wallet

Tickets

Health

Banking

Travel

Loyalty Points

Purchases



Turn every physical and digital form of 
media advertisement into a shop window 
to display your products and enable a direct 
transactional engagement with customers. 
Slashing purchasing time to seconds.

Check out 
within 6 seconds

Payments 
via Crypto

Competitions & 
Charity Donations

VCode® allows users to enter 
competitions and donate to 
participating charities with a 
single scan from any media.

Interactive Gaming
The VCode® can be used for the 
interconnectivity and purchase 
of any form of gaming from app 
purchases, physical games and 

even ‘bet-in-play’.

Tickets
The VCode® can purchase any 

form of ticket. It can also be 
used as a secure, physical or 
digital ticket in it’s own right.

speed. convenience. 
rewards
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The VSolidus® Points feature rewards consumers/users through their 
participation via ‘Daily Missions’. 

Once a Nova Wallet® user pairs their wallet with a VCode® account they 
will earn VSolidus® Points by interacting with their surroundings and 
scanning VCodes. 

VCode® interactions can be Nova Wallet-to-Nova Wallet transactions, 
interacting with billboards, products, exchanges and more. 

VSolidus® will introduce further gamification into the daily missions each 
time they on board partners into the VSolidus® & Nova Wallet eco-
system rewarding user with VSolidus® Coins, Nova NFTs, retailer 
rewards and more.



In a world first, Nova NFTs’ are protected by the ultra secure 
VCode® technology which can show proof of provenance and 
validation of the NFT as-well as display extra content from the 
current owner or the NFT creator.

The NFT owner, ‘owns’ the VCode® associated and can 
display different content based on the geo-location someone 
interacts with the NFT, the time, date, type of device and how 
many times they have interacted with the NFT.

The plan is to raise the value of VSolidus® enough to 
purchase property, minerals and other assets over and above 
digital art through the NFT Marketplace.

All payments for Nova NFT’s will be through wrapped 
VSolidus®.

This level of interaction also offers the VSolidus® community 
a method of circulating rewards in competitions by interacting 
with VSolidus® NFTs’ in crypto treasure hunts.
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Nova Bank integration with Nova Wallet App will commence 
in Q3 of 2022 with live deployment to be announced.

The Nova Bank platform will allow users to apply for a full 
international bank account along with a pre-paid Mastercard.

Users will be able to spend directly from their 
Cryptocurrency holdings rather than cashing out to top up 
their card.
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In a bid to promote the success of VSolidus®, 

we have created the avatar VSolidus® and community 

reach campaigns around: #whoisVsolidus 

#iamVsolidus #weareVsolidus & #teamVsolidus 

As the community grows, more and more avatars of 
individuals or celebrities will appear to be VSolidus® 
as a means to keep people engaged and spreading 
the word of VSolidus®.

VSOLIDUS®  AVATARS
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Through the print-on-demand Shopify store on the VSolidus® 

website, our community can purchase anything from 

promotional stickers, laptop bags to hoodies. 

We want #teamVsolidus to be proud to represent something 

they helped create. 

Branded merch will also be used for competition prizes to 

help boost the community.
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VSolidus® are always looking for strategic partnership. We would like to 
thank our existing partners that have helped assist the development and 
management of the Solidus Project.
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